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Dear Families, 
March Recap 
We learned about colors. We read books and sang songs about colors and wore 
colors together as a class on some days. Some favorite songs were “Blue” and 
“The Colors of the Rainbow.” We did a lot of gross motor activities in the room 
this month, climbing and sliding on the foam shapes, crawling through the 
tunnel and into the tent, and chasing each other around the room. We also 
celebrated with Chloe on March 7th and Kamari on March 25th as they turned 
one year old! Happy birthday, Chloe and Kamari! 

 
Looking Ahead: In April, we will learn about Easter and spring, and we will look for signs of spring when 
we are able to be outside, and through our windows and around our room. There will be a lot of books 
read, and many songs sung. We will paint or color, and move and dance. We will continue to work on our 
large and fine motor skills, and learning signs and words.  
 
       The Inchworm Staff-- 
       Miss Chris, Miss Emily and Miss Nicky 

 

Personal Achievement 
Christopher is a fully independent walker, and also enjoys spinning around in circles to music. He follows 
some one step directions very well; for instance, when he finds another baby’s pacifier on the floor (or in 
their mouth), he gives it to the teacher when she asks. Christopher had fun practicing climbing the stairs. 
 
Chloe is walking independently now, picking up the skill very quickly once she figured it out. She enjoys 
playing with the puzzles, trying hard to put the pieces into the right spots. Chloe has fun doing art 
projects, always wishing that they lasted longer than they do. 
 
Kamari is standing independently, and seems to be thinking through this walking stuff before she tries it. 
She likes to sit and read books, with or without a teacher. Kamari loves playing by the small chairs, sitting 
on them, and practicing climbing on them with supervision. 
 
Quinn has mastered sitting up on her own, enjoying the ability to play with some of her favorite toys. She 
enjoys exploring the book corner, tasting and turning pages in her favorite books. Quinn moves around 
the room quite quickly by rolling and pivoting across the floor. 
 
Ali is sitting up pretty well, enjoying playing with toys and her new friends. She rolls over easily, and gets 
up on her hands and knees to rock back and forth as she contemplates crawling. Some of Ali’s favorite 
toys are rattles and blocks. 
 
Will discovered his feet, and now they are one of his favorite things to play with. He likes to roll over to 
see what toys he can reach and explore. Will enjoys sitting in the exersaucers, looking at the toys, 
reaching for them, and seeing his friends as they stop by for a visit. 
 


